MANUAL FOR ONLINE DRAWING
APPROVAL TRACKING SYSTEM
Online tracking system for Drawing Approval is a web application developed by NIC and IT
Department, BSPTCL that facilitates all the stakeholders i.e. vendors, ESE (P-I or P-II) ,ESE
(Field)and CE (HQ), in keeping track of the activities related to drawing approval. Brief
functionality of Drawing approval process in BSPTCL and Flow Diagram is shown below:below:

FLOW DIAGRAM DEPICTING DRAWING APPROVAL TRACKER
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The URL of the web application is http://online.bih.nic.in/OTS/Login.aspx . The following web
page opens on clicking the above URL. User needs to login with the user Id and password
provided to them.

1. Vendor Login
For the vendor, the dashboard shown as below will get opened.
Go to: Project >> Drawing >> Apply for drawing approval.

The vendor can raise the request for drawing approval through the form:

On saving the request, an application Id will get generated for it:

All the Application Id’s details raised by vendor, and their status can be seen by vendor
from the dashboard below
below.

The document uploaded can be seen by clicking the “View Doc” hyperlink.

The Applications which have been reverted by the ESE(P-I or P-II) to the vendor due to
the Drawing not being proper or any such issues can be seen by the vendor in the
‘Reverted
ed Applications
Applications’ menu.
Project >> Drawing >> Reverted Applications
The applications in Reverted Applications need to be updated by the vendor
vendo as per the
remarks of the ESE(P-II or P-II)
P for the drawing approval request to get processed.

2. ESE (P-I or P-II) login
On logging in, the below page will get opened:
Click on Project >> Drawing >> Approve/Forward Drawing

The dashboard shown as below will get opened with all the applications of drawing approval
which have been raised by vendor
ven
to the particular ESE (P-I or P-II) ‘View/Update’ needs to be
clicked to view the uploaded drawing and acknowledge it.

After viewing the drawing uploaded by the vendor by clicking on ‘Click here to view file’,
the ESE acknowledges the request by clicking the ‘acknowledge button’:

Document uploaded by Vendor can be seen by clicking on the link

The request has been acknowledged successfully.

Depending on the document uploaded, the ESE (P-I or P-II) can :
a. Have the drawing processed and send it to CE for approval through ‘Approve’ option

b. Or Forward the application Id to the ESE Transmission Circle/
Circle/ ESE(P&E)/ ESE(Civil).
ESE(Civil)

c. Or Revert the Application back to vendor for updating it (by putting the suitable
remarks) if there are any issues with the drawing.

Similarly, ESE (P-I or P--II) can process the applications reverted to him by ESE(Tr. Cirle)/
ESE(P&E)/ ESE(Civil)/CE
CE through the following menu:
Project >> Drawing >> Reverted
Revert Applications
3. ESE Transmission Circle
Circle/ ESE(P&E)/ ESE(Civil)
On logging in, the below page will get opened:

Click on Project >> Drawing >> Forward Drawing
The dashboard shown as below will get opened with all the applications of drawing
or
P-II)
approval
forwarded
by
ESE
(P-II
P

‘View Drawing’ hyperlink needs to be clicked to view the uploaded drawing. The user then
then:needs to click the “View/ Update” hyperlink for processing it further. The user could then:
a. Forward the application to CE after processing it.

b. Or Revert the Application back to ESE (P-I or P-II) for updating it (by putting the
suitable remarks) if there are any issues.

Similarly,
larly, ESE(Tr. Circle)/ ESE(P&E)/ESE(Civil) can process the applications reverted to
t: Project >> Drawing >>
him by ESE and CE through the following menu and update it:
Reverted Applications..

4. Chief Engineer
On logging in, the below page will get opened:

Click on Project >> Drawing >> Approve Drawing
The dashboard shown as below will get opened with all the applications of drawing
(Tr. Circle)/ ESE(P&E)/
approval sent for approval by ESE (P-I or P-II) and and ESE(Tr.
ESE(Civil).

‘View Drawing’’ needs to be clicked to view the uploaded drawing. The user then needs
to click the ‘View/ Update’ hyperlink. The CE can
a. Approve the drawing by selecting ‘approve’ and by uploading the final document.

b.
Revert the application back to the ESE (P-I or P-II) or ESE(Tr. Circle)/ ESE(P&E)/
ESE(Civil) who had sent the application

b. Or Cancel the application if required

